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1. Advertisement of Committee Positions 
for 24/25.

This is out opportunity to set up the society for next year and have a future 
impact. We need to make the committee as big as possible, so itʼs really 
important we go all-in!

Emphasise in the advertisements how important the job is, and how fun it is!

May be able to push out an advert in a popular 1st or 2nd year lecture.

We need someone to find out what the deadline is for this.

Yuki needs to design recruitment graphics for it and Cameron needs to 
prepare a piece of text to encourage people to apply.

e.g. Really good on your CV, great for the community, fun and eclectic 
work.

2. Integration Bee Finance
Participants have received the money that Gunnar sponsored them for.

We just need to get them the money that the organisers decided to 
contribute.

Rebecca will send an email to SU to organise this.

3. SU Website

@February 
22, 2024

February 22, 2024 219 PM

February 22, 2024 410 PM
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We decided to skip over this.

4. Matt Talking About Socials
1st Brewhouse one went well (the very first one).

Pub Lecture went well.

2nd Brewhouse one didnʼt go well.

Feedback from regular attendees:

Not enough notice for when socials are happening.

At least one weeks notice hard rule.

Not enough notice for us to plan it.

At least two weeks planning hard rule.

Need to send out newsletters more frequently.

This takes a lot of time - so we either need to cut back on the content or 
get some help with it.

Matt is gonna take over the newsletters now and they are going to be 
heavily simplified and purely list what events are happening.

If we canʼt make it to a social, make it to a social anyway?

Try and give notice if weʼve got something going on.

Even if you bring a few mates along then that helps with numbers.

We can rely on word of mouth a lot for the socials.

Try and stand out a little bit with the content of the socials that we run, and 
really take into consideration when we go out as some nights will be busier 
than others.

5. Academic Co-ordinator
Could do collabs between more “mathsyˮ societies like Chess Society for 
example.

Main focus should be planning academic-based socials.

In fact, Braley is willing to help organise a Chess Soc X BUMS social.
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Email a bunch of maths lecturers that we enjoy their teaching and email 
them asking if they would be interested in doing a pub lecture.

6. Socials
Could combine the families social with the pub quiz.

Matt wants to do a pub lecture in a couple weeks - Braley to reach out to 
lecturers


